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CAPITAL AREA RESCUE EFFORT, INC. 
 

ADOPTION PROCESS UPDATES 
 

With the safety of our potential adopters, volunteers, adoptable pets, and everyone’s families in 
mind, we have changed our typical event schedule and our adoption process based on restrictions 
related to COVID-19.  During this difficult time, we are holding private outdoor meetings for 
interested people after a pre-screening process. Outdoor meetings are held at a park or park-like 
venue with a covered pavilion, making meetings during inclement weather possible and ensuring 
that we at C.A.R.E. do our best to follow the safety guidelines of the CDC, local authorities, and 
the broader Richmond-area community. 
 
After viewing our dogs available for adoption on Petfinder, interested adopters should email 
C.A.R.E. at carerescue@aol.com.  From there, we will pre-screen potential adoption candidates 
and schedule a private meeting with those who qualify.  After meeting our dogs, we will invite 
folks to then apply for adoption! 
 
The first step of application approval process begins with veterinary reference checks. 
Veterinarians help us to establish that potential adopters are responsible pet owners. We ask all 
potential adopters to contact their veterinary offices ahead of our call to let the office staff know 
they are applying to adopt a dog, and to give permission for the staff to share information.  If we 
are unable to collect appropriate information, or if the veterinary office shares information that 
does not align with our adoption requirements, we may disqualify the applicant and the 
application at this point.   
 
Applicants with good veterinary references are contacted to schedule a home visit.  This visit 
allows C.A.R.E. the opportunity to establish that the potential home is a safe place for the dog, 
and it allows adopters the opportunity to see the dog in their home.  Many adoptions take place at 
the conclusion of the home visit. 
 
Our goal is to complete adoptions within the week of the private meeting if references are 
satisfactory and C.A.R.E. approves the adoption.  We do not hold dogs for adopters as rescue 
space is extremely important to dogs in shelters at risk of euthanasia.  We encourage people not 
to adopt just before a vacation or major life change.  Please be mindful of a new pet’s need to 
adjust to its home and get comfortable with you. 
 
We reserve the right to decline any adoption that we feel is not the best placement for the dog 
being considered.  Any and all adoption decisions are in the sole discretion of C.A.R.E. and its 
committees. 
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